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11672 Rochester Ave, Ste 304 
Los Angeles, CA  90025 

www.marramllc.com 
626.367.1212 

 
 

 

 
July 15, 2015 
 
 
Dear Investors, 
 
The Portfolio* appreciated +5.80% (gross return) year-to-date 2015 (through 6/30/15).  
 
During this same period, the S&P 500 returned +1.23%.  
 
For monthly details, see Historical Performance Returns at the end of this letter. Please refer to your 
account statement for net return figure. 
 
 
 
 
$1,000,000 Investment in Marram* vs. S&P 500 (Inception to 6/30/2015) 
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QUARTERLY LETTER SECTIONS 
 

 Marram’s Five Pillars – constant reminder of “why” and “how” we invest capital  
 Portfolio Return Analysis – analysis of performance returns for the quarter 
 Portfolio Allocations – breakdown of our current capital allocation 
 Portfolio Future Positioning – glimpse into our current thoughts on markets, asset prices, 

and/or how we are positioning the portfolio to maximize future compounding 
 
 
 
MARRAM’S FIVE PILLARS  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Security Agnostic – utilize vehicles, assets, & securities 
that best fit our needs (such as ETFs, equities, debt, 
derivatives, etc.), offer superior risk-reward, and if all 
else equal, lowest expense ratio & greatest liquidity

IMPLEMENTATION:

INVESTMENT
PHILOSOPHY:

• Opportunistic Capital Allocation – employing patient 
opportunism, which entails the following philosophy…

INVESTMENT
STRATEGY:

• To Compound (Grow) Capital Over Time
INVESTMENT
GOAL:

• Buy cheap assets (when available)
• Hold cash where there are no cheap assets 
• Hedge the portfolio when appropriate
• Think creatively and opportunistically

• Absolute Returns
• Wealth Compounding Solution

RESULT:

• Security Agnostic – utilize vehicles, assets, & securities 
that best fit our needs (such as ETFs, equities, debt, 
derivatives, etc.), offer superior risk-reward, and if all 
else equal, lowest expense ratio & greatest liquidity

IMPLEMENTATION:

INVESTMENT
PHILOSOPHY:

• Opportunistic Capital Allocation – employing patient 
opportunism, which entails the following philosophy…

INVESTMENT
STRATEGY:

• To Compound (Grow) Capital Over Time
INVESTMENT
GOAL:

• Buy cheap assets (when available)
• Hold cash where there are no cheap assets 
• Hedge the portfolio when appropriate
• Think creatively and opportunistically

• Absolute Returns
• Wealth Compounding Solution

RESULT:
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PORTFOLIO RETURN ANALYSIS 
 

2Q 2015 YTD 2015

Marram Portfolio* (Gross Return) 1.8% 5.8%
S&P 500 Total Return 0.3% 1.2%

Number of winners (where we made $) 16 16
Biggest $ winner, as % of $ P&L 85.4% 34.7%
Top 5 winners, as % of $ P&L 266.8% 85.6%
Top 10 winners, as % of $ P&L 331.7% 118.0%

Number of loser (where we lost $) 4 5
Biggest $ loser, as % of $ P&L -254.0% -22.9%
Top 5 loser, as % of $ P&L -265.8% -33.9%
Top 10 loser, as % of $ P&L NA NA

Ratio of number of winners to losers ("Brag Ratio") 4.00x 3.20x
Ratio of $ profit to $ loss ("Profit Ratio") 1.38x 3.95x  

 
 
We seek to maximize the “Profit Ratio” (how much $ we make when we are right vs. wrong), not the 
“Brag Ratio” (how often we are right vs. wrong). This is because it is possible to make $ profits by 
being “right” less than 50% of the time (by upsizing your winners), just as it is possible to lose $ capital 
by being “right” more than 50% of the time (by upsizing your losers). We are here to maximize $ 
profits over time, not boast about how often we are right. 
 
Our profit ratio was lower than our brag ratio this quarter, dragged down by one large position which 
declined ~27% and accounted for -254% of total $ P&L in the 2nd Quarter. Excluding this position, our 
profit ratio this quarter would have been far higher. However, we are focused on maximizing our long-
term profit ratio. Short-term fluctuations are normal and to be expected in the course of public 
market investing.  
 
The position was featured as the Case Study in our 2014 4th Quarter Letter, in which we described it 
as “an apt example of a security with high expected return and low likelihood of [long-term] downside 
volatility, but a fair amount of potential [short-term] downside volatility, made much more apparent 
by its large sizing within the portfolio…” Although not ideal, we were prepared for the possibility of 
this exact scenario. Nothing adverse, operational or financial, has occurred at the company, and our 
investment thesis remains intact. We have taken advantage of the recent price declines by 
purchasing additional shares. 
 
Our biggest winners this quarter: 

 Basket of Large-Cap Financials (+126.7% of P&L). The seven positions in this basket have 
dominant business models and serve important economic and societal functions. All 
experienced significant price appreciation, vastly outpacing the S&P 500 in the 2nd Quarter 

 A consumer entertainment business that settled numerous legal overhangs, and is actively 
repurchasing its shares in the open market (+85.4% of P&L)  

 An odd-lot bond that reached maturity (+83.2% of P&L) 
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PORTFOLIO ALLOCATIONS 
 
Below is the target portfolio allocation – what we believe to be the optimal allocation as of the writing 
of this letter. Investor accounts may differ from this allocation due to changes in asset prices, 
available opportunities to acquire/divest securities in the marketplace, tax considerations, etc.  
 

 Special Situations/Event-Driven: 34% NAV 
 

Public securities undergoing spin-offs, recapitalizations, liquidations, certain debt instruments, 
etc. The share price performance of securities in this category are often not correlated with 
general market activity, but instead tied to the unique catalyst(s) embedded in each position.  
Because “catalysts” are business decisions/events which take time to implement, and market 
participants require time to process the implications of these decisions/events, the 
timeframes necessary for securities to move from our purchase price to where we believe 
they are truly worth can range from months to multiple years, making for high but lumpy 
expected returns.  

 
 Large-Cap Financials: 20% NAV 
 

Businesses with dominant market share trading at ~8-15% earnings yield. Fearful investors fled 
this area during and after 2008, and prices are still recovering. These businesses were the 
survivors, gaining market share, with profit margins that will greatly benefit if/when interest 
rates rise, and regulatory shaming abates. These securities are very liquid so we can convert 
this allocation to cash at anytime and redeploy into opportunities when markets reverse. 

 
 Large-Cap High Quality: 3% NAV 
 

Businesses with robust competitive advantages trading at ~5-10% earnings yield. These 
securities are very liquid so we can convert this allocation to cash at anytime and redeploy 
into opportunities when markets reverse. This allocation has decreased over the past year as 
prices appreciated, and risk/reward became less attractive. 

 
 Small/Micro-Cap Thrifts and Banks: 2% NAV 
 

Well-capitalized banks & thrifts trading below book value and generating 3-8% ROE. Last year, 
we decided to decrease this allocation as prices appreciated, shifting risk/reward. For more 
details on our rationale, please refer to the 2014 1st Quarter Letter. Certain older accounts 
have a higher % NAV allocation because we are patiently exiting a few remaining names. 

 
 Cash: 41% NAV 
 

This category will fluctuate depending on opportunities available in the marketplace. If 
suitable opportunities cannot be found, we are comfortable holding the present or perhaps 
even greater levels of cash.  
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PORTFOLIO FUTURE POSITIONING 
 
Some of you may have seen or heard headlines relating to financial drama in Europe and China. We 
do not have any direct exposure to China or Greece. Sadly, prominent scary headlines are often 
deceiving (good news doesn’t sell newspapers) because asset prices remain elevated. For example, 
the S&P 500 reached a high of 2,124 on June 23rd and trough of 2,047 on July 8th, equating to a ~3.6% 
decline. We don’t get excited when stores send us 5% OFF coupons. 
 
In addition to our continuous search for attractive investment opportunities, we have been spending 
time implementing risk management measures. Although crucial to successful investing, the benefits 
of risk management often go unnoticed in upward moving markets, and are only appreciated when 
things go awry. On the topic of awry, there are a few market developments to which we are growing 
increasingly uncomfortable. Our recent risk management efforts involve positioning the portfolio to 
better cope with possible negative consequences associated with these phenomena.  
 
 
Credit Expansion 
 
The low interest rate environment in the last 6-7 years has led to increased demand for coupon-like 
income. The reason: to achieve the same $ amount of coupon income in a 0.50% versus 4.00% risk-
free-rate environment requires 8x more notional principal! This increased demand has led to 
expanding credit availability to every industry, every company, and every individual – essentially 
permeating every nook and cranny of markets and society. 
 

“The reflexive relationship manifests itself most clearly in the use and abuse of credit. Loans are based on 
the lender's estimation of the borrower's ability to service his debt. The valuation of the collateral is 
supposed to be independent of the act of lending; but in actual fact the act of lending can affect the value 
of the collateral.” 

–George Soros, on his famous theory of reflexivity 
 
Credit expansion drives up collateral values, and rising collateral values drive further credit 
expansion. This reflexive loop has wider implications when applied to security valuation levels. Higher 
debt levels boost corporate profits (which boosts share price), and companies may use debt 
proceeds to repurchase equity shares thereby altering the availability of equity supply versus 
demand (again, boosting share price). But this positive loop cannot last forever. Eventually debt 
reaches unsustainable levels, a precursor to permanent impairment of equity capital via bankruptcy 
or highly dilutive equity recapitalizations.  
 
 
Liquidity Expansion 
 
The interplay of credit expansion on valuations and prices has also greatly impacted market liquidity. 
Over the last few years, liquidity has deepened for many securities once considered untouchable in 
the aftermath of 2008. An excellent example is the increased proliferation of securitized products 
such as collateralized debt/loan obligations (CDOs and CLOs).  
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 “In times of general market stability the liquidity of a security or class of securities can appear high. In 
truth liquidity is closely correlated with investment fashion. During a market panic the liquidity that 
seemed miles wide in the course of an upswing may turn out only to have been inches deep. Some 
securities that traded in high volume when they were in favor may hardly trade at all when they go out of 
vogue.”  
 

“…there is liquidity for the individual but not for the whole community…while any one investor can achieve 
liquidity by selling to another investor, all investors taken together can only be made liquid by generally 
unpredictable external events such as takeover bids and corporate-share repurchases. Except for such 
extraordinary transactions, there must be a buyer for every seller of a security” 

 

– Seth Klarman, Margin of Safety, Chapter 13 
 
The key issue is that liquidity is often illusory, shifting based on market conditions and participant 
psychology. A “community” acting in unison has the ability to both create abundant liquidity and 
exacerbate illiquidity. If/when a “community” decides to depart in unison, its members will not be 
able to do so simultaneously due to the absence of incremental buyers. 
 
If/when credit expansion reverses, the reflexive relationships we observed in the uptrend may 
manifest in an exact mirror downward fashion, leading to illiquidity for many seemingly liquid 
securities, and making it difficult for sellers to divest holdings at reasonable prices. As eloquently 
observed by Klarman, “the liquidity that seems miles wide in the course of an upswing may turn out 
only to have been inches deep.” We would like to avoid participating in this “up-the-stairs, out-the-
window” scenario. 
 
While tightening trading liquidity may not necessarily lead to permanent impairment of capital, it 
does incur opportunity cost by diminishing the ability to switch from one investment into another 
perhaps more attractive investment. This is important because in times of market turmoil, prices can 
move sporadically which in turn changes the ideal combination of securities in an optimal portfolio. 
Holding securities that maintain their trading liquidity will provide us flexibility to switch between 
investments and maintain an optimal portfolio, thereby minimizing opportunity cost.  
 
 
Making Lemonade  
 
To be clear, we are not critiquing the state of fiscal policy or predicting macroeconomic trends. We 
are merely observing the realities of the current investment environment. Our job is not to grow 
lemons, but to make drinkable lemonade from the lemons available to us in the public markets – 
however fresh or moldy in quality.  
 
Below are a few risk management steps that we have taken / are taking to cope with the two 
phenomena discussed above: 
 

 Avoid Imprudent Leverage – dissect the portfolio for securities directly or indirectly 
vulnerable to credit expansion reversal. We are aware that our large-cap financials basket 
contains highly leveraged businesses. However, prices are still attractive in this area and 
federal regulators continue to closely scrutinize bank leverage and equity ratios, lowering the 
likelihood of disaster striking again on the same terrain as 2008. 
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 Avoid Illiquidity – avoid securities / asset classes that may become illiquid in the event of 
credit expansion reversal. Over the last few quarters, we have implemented a number of 
changes to the portfolio which has improved portfolio liquidity. Today, 57% of the portfolio 
has near immediate liquidity (this figure includes cash), while only 12% of the portfolio has low 
liquidity, a significant change from one year ago (see chart below).  

 

 
 
 Capitalize Upon Potential Reversal – we are seeking attractively-priced means (sometimes 

referred to as hedges) to profit from the potential reversal of credit expansion and tightening 
market liquidity. There is no guarantee that our search will yield fruit. To the extend that we 
do find attractively priced “means,” there is no guarantee that a reversal will actually occur, in 
which case, any capital allocated to these “means” may detract from portfolio returns. The 
next section contains additional information and thoughts on the topic of hedging. 

 
 
Nuances of Hedging 
 
We would like to share with you a variety of thoughts on hedging, not from us, but from famous 
investors, seasoned over many market cycles, who collectively manage hundreds of billions of dollars:  
 

“It is not always smart to hedge…Hedges can be expensive to buy and time-consuming to maintain, and 
overpaying for a hedge is as poor an idea as overpaying for an investment. When the cost is reasonable, 
however, a hedging strategy may allow investors to take advantage of an opportunity that otherwise would 
be excessively risky. In the best of all worlds, an investment that has valuable hedging properties may also 
be an attractive investment on its own merits.”  

–Seth Klarman, Margin of Safety, Chapter 13  
 
“Since usually there are more good years in the markets than bad years, and since it takes bad years for 
the value of risk control to become evident in reduced losses, the cost of risk control – in the form of 
return foregone – can seem excessive. In good years in the market, risk-conscious investors must content 
themselves with the knowledge that they benefited from its presence in the portfolio, even though it 
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wasn’t needed…the fruits…come only in the form of losses that don’t happen…How much time and capital 
should an investor devote to protecting against the improbable disaster? We can insure against every 
extreme outcome…But doing so will be costly, and the cost will detract from investment returns when that 
protection turns out not to have been needed…and that’ll be most of the time.”  

–Howard Marks, The Most Important Thing, Chapter 7 and 18 
 
“…whenever you consider insurance I’ve argued you need to ask yourself the five questions below: 
 

 What risk are you trying to hedge? 
 Why are you hedging? 
 How will you hedge? 

- Which instruments will work? 
- How much will it cost? 

 From whom will you hedge? 
 How much will you hedge? 

 

This is a point I have made before with respect to insurance – it is as much a value proposition as anything 
else you do in investment. You want insurance when it is cheap, and you don’t want it when it is 
expensive.”     –James Montier, “No Silver Bullets” December 2013 

 
 
These quotes highlight the nuances behind finding and structuring hedges within a portfolio context. 
Unfortunately, the decision to hedge is not always straightforward and the considerations are multi-
faceted. However, one thing is certain: it is generally cheaper to purchase hedges when other market 
participants do not feel a need for protection. We will keep you updated if/when we locate any 
attractively-priced hedges complementary to the portfolio. 
 
 
 
 
These letters serve as a general medium through which we communicate with our investors. For any 
account specific questions, or anything else that’s on your mind that you’d like to discuss, please do 
not hesitate to contact us directly.  
 
 
Yours very truly, 
 
Vivian Y. Chen, CFA 
Portfolio Manager 
Marram Investment Management LLC 
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APPENDIX: HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE RETURNS* 
 
 

2011
2011 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Marram 24.74% 6.11% 3.39% 2.16% 3.62% 2.00% -1.40% -0.39% 3.52% -0.66% 1.84% 1.81% 0.55%
S&P 500 2.11% 2.37% 3.43% 0.04% 2.96% -1.13% -1.67% -2.03% -5.43% -7.03% 10.93% -0.22% 1.02%
% Cash Exposure 7.47% 11.92% 13.46% 15.42% 13.54% 30.64% 23.14% 21.93% 12.17% 11.78% 10.51% 7.95%

2012
2012 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Marram 37.35% 3.12% 6.15% 7.05% 3.14% 0.54% 1.45% 0.59% 0.60% 1.46% 4.55% 1.63% 2.13%
S&P 500 16.00% 4.48% 4.32% 3.29% -0.63% -6.01% 4.12% 1.39% 2.25% 2.58% -1.85% 0.58% 0.91%
% Cash Exposure 9.69% 8.43% 11.20% 7.58% 10.57% 8.83% 16.43% 26.99% 22.73% 27.11% 25.32% 21.86%

2013
2013 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Marram 29.77% 5.38% 1.80% 4.38% 2.48% 2.78% 1.63% 3.60% 1.42% 1.30% -0.45% 1.80% 0.38%
S&P 500 32.39% 5.18% 1.36% 3.75% 1.93% 2.34% -1.34% 5.09% -2.90% 3.14% 4.60% 3.05% 2.53%
% Cash Exposure 19.45% 17.58% 19.53% 17.45% 22.78% 16.78% 10.50% 6.81% 4.61% 4.87% 6.31% 9.02%

2014
2014 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Marram 15.60% -0.41% 3.22% 2.27% 2.88% 1.14% -0.07% 1.62% 2.11% -1.41% 1.49% 5.11% -3.09%
S&P 500 13.69% -3.46% 4.57% 0.84% 0.74% 2.35% 2.07% -1.38% 4.00% -1.40% 2.44% 2.69% -0.25%
% Cash Exposure 7.88% 5.10% 9.45% 15.11% 15.07% 14.45% 19.95% 19.75% 18.36% 17.31% 11.06% 15.97%

2015
2015 YTD Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Marram 5.80% 2.83% 3.22% -2.13% 1.45% 1.50% -1.09% - - - - - -
S&P 500 1.23% -3.00% 5.75% -1.58% 0.96% 1.29% -1.94% - - - - - -
% Cash Exposure 16.21% 14.84% 14.86% 13.04% 14.78% 30.75% - - - - - -  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Unaudited, gross return figure, before fees. Performance is derived from the portfolio manager’s separate account which does not pay management or 
performance fees. This separate account most accurately reflects the long-term investment strategy of Marram Investment Management. Remaining 
separate accounts were purposefully omitted as they may deviate from the strategy due to fee structure, trading expenses, fund transfer timing, order 
timing, tax considerations, and other account restrictions. Returns for each separate account may differ. Please refer to your account statements for net 
return figure. 
 
Returns presented for S&P 500 include dividend reinvestment. While the S&P 500 is a well-known and widely recognized index, the index has not been 
selected to represent an appropriate benchmark for Marram’s investment strategy whose holdings, performance and volatility may differ significantly 
from the securities that comprise the index. Investors cannot invest directly in an index (although one can invest in an index fund designed to closely 
track such index). 
 
Historical performance is not indicative of future results. An investment is speculative and involves a high degree of risk and possible loss of principal 
capital. All information presented herein is for informational purposes only. No investor or prospective investor should assume that any such discussion 
serves as the receipt of personalized advice from Marram. Investors are urged to consult a professional advisor regarding the possible economic, tax, 
legal or other consequences of entering into any investments or transactions described herein. 
 
Specific companies or securities shown are meant to demonstrate Marram’s investment style and the types of companies, industries and instruments in 
which we invest, and are not selected based on past performance. The analyses and conclusions include certain statements, assumptions, estimates and 
projections that reflect various assumptions by Marram concerning anticipated results that are inherently subject to significant economic, competitive, 
and other uncertainties and contingencies, and have been included solely for illustrative purposes. No representations, express or implied, are made as 
to the accuracy or completeness of such statements, assumptions, estimates or projections, or with respect to any other materials herein. 


